Our annual SUMMER WALK, sadly curtailed through COVID last year, is being organised once more by Bill Hall (Fitzwilliam 1965). This year’s rural perambulation is a 4 to 5 mile circular walk from the Silent Pool car park on the A25 just to the east of Guildford, via Shere, and stopping at the King William IV pub in Little London for lunch (postcode GU5 9DG). After lunch the walk goes through the Albury estate to the Albury Old Saxon church of St Peter & St Paul – see above - (postcode GU5 9DN), and back to the Silent Pool car park.

Start point: Silent Pool car park (GU5 9BW), on the A25 midway between Guildford and Dorking.

Start time: 10.30 am

It is a relatively easy walk along field and forest paths, so good walking shoes are all that is needed unless there has been heavy rain the previous day when Wellingtons or walking boots might be preferable.

Depending on numbers, it is probably best to book a table for lunch. It would be very useful if anyone planning to come on the walk could let Bill Hall know a few days in advance.

(Bill’s e-mail: Manchesterbill@hotmail.com, Mobile: 07725 045605)